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ABSTRACT

Route Planning for Long-Term Robotics Missions

by Christopher A. A. Tatsch

Many future robotic applications such as the operation in large uncertain environment depend on a more autonomous robot. The robotics long term autonomy presents challenges on how to plan and schedule goal locations across multiple days of mission duration. This is an NP-hard problem that is infeasible to solve for an optimal solution due to the large number of vertices to visit. In some cases the robot hardware constraints also adds the requirement to return to a charging station multiple times in a long term mission. The uncertainties in the robot model and environment require the robot planner to account for them beforehand or to adapt and improve its plan during runtime. The problem to be solved in this work is how to plan multiple day routes for a robot where all predefined locations must be visited only a single time and at each route the robot must start and return to the same initial position while respecting the daily maximum operation time constraint.

The proposed solution uses problem definitions from the delivery industry and compares various metaheuristic based techniques for planning and scheduling the multiple day routes for a robotic mission. Therefore the problem of planning multiple day routes for a robot is modeled as a time constrained Vehicle Routing Problem where the robot daily plan is limited by how long the robot with a full charge can operate. The costs are modeled as the time a robot takes to move among locations considering robot and environment characteristics. The solution for this method is obtained in a two step process where a greedy initial solution is generated and then a local search is performed using meta-heuristic based methods. A custom time window formulation with respect to the theoretical maximum daily route is presented to add human expert input, priorities or expiration time to the planned routes allowing the planner to be flexible to various robotic applications.

This thesis also proposes an intermediary mission control layer, that connects the daily route plan to the robot navigation layer. The goal of the Mission Control is to monitor the robot operation, continuously improve its route and adapt to unexpected events by dropping waypoints according to some defined penalties. This is an iterative process where optimization is performed locally in real time as the robot traverse its goals and offline at the end of each day with the remaining vertices.

The performance of the various meta-heuristic and how optimization improves over time are analysed in several robotic route planning and scheduling scenarios. Two robotic simulation environments were built to demonstrate practical application of these methods. An unmanned ground vehicle operated fully autonomously using the presented methods in a simulated underground stone mine environment where the goal is to inspect the pillars for structural failures and a farm environment where the goal is to pollinate flowers with an attached robotic arm. All the optimization methods tested presented significant improvement in the total route costs compared to the initial Path-Cheapest-Arc solution. However the Guided Local Search presented a smaller standard deviation among the methods in most situations. The time-windows allowed for a seamless integration with an expert human input and the mission control layer, forced the robot to operate within the mission constraints by dynamically choosing the routes and the necessity of dropping some of the vertices.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Defining a set of goal locations and making decisions on which place to visit next are challenging tasks for an autonomous robot. It must combine its decision making and planning modules to come up with an answer. Applications where a prior map is available can offer an initial knowledge about the robot goals beforehand. Deciding which location to visit next depend on knowing the cost to visit that goal and constraints from the robot and environment. An optimization over the order in which these goals are visited will reduce the total cost of completing the mission. This research effort aims to study the modeling of this problem and optimization methods that can be used to satisfy the requirements of a variety of long-term robotic missions.

Some examples of autonomous robotic applications that would benefit from an improved planning and decision making includes inspection in dangerous environments such as on offshore oil platforms [1] where it is necessary to do regular machinery and infrastructure inspection on a very remote location and where an optimized planning method would improve efficiency in a repetitive process. Other example is in underground mines where some autonomous tasks such as excavating and simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) already exist [2][3], and a framework with initial offline route plan and online decision making would contribute to integrate these autonomous capabilities into a robotic system able to operate entirely autonomously inside the mine, where communication is very limited.

In agriculture the environment is designed by humans, such as having crops aligned in rows with a determined interval in between. These semi-structured environment allows robotics applications such as precisely removing weed [4], flower pollination [5] and fruit picking [6]. However these robots can be inefficient if they just drive through the multiple rows following a lawn mower behavior. Since
farms can be a very large environment and robots have battery and carrying capacity limitation they will be required to go to a base station multiple times to either load/unload or recharge and then go back to the location where they were. In this scenario there might be a much more efficient plan for the robot that considers these constraints than just that simplistic driving behavior.

A requirement for these mobile autonomous robots is being able to autonomously traverse the terrain. This is a combination of planning, mapping, navigation and controls. Planning is a very broad concept in the robotics community. It can vary from a decision making structure for generating the next goals to a high dimension trajectory planner for a manipulator pick and place task. In this manuscript the interest is to study the first, where in an autonomous mission many goals must be generated and a planner must balance risks and benefits to ensure a smooth operation.

During a long-term mission these requirements are stressed even further. Since a robot will need to plan its operation for days, months or years, accounting for robot resources. It needs to be able to choose among multiple goals, to be robust and deal with uncertainties and unexpected situations that might arise, and adapt to this with re-planning. In some situations learning and planning might also overlap, where robots will improve their plan as they get more knowledge about their operations. The different robot architectures also influence how a planner is designed. There are centralized architectures where all the robot actions comes from a Finite State Machine or Markov Decision Process or a more decentralized structure like the ones inspired by Intelligence without Representation [7] where sub-modules work independently and decisions are made locally.

In many robotics applications, the goals and locations that a robot should visit are roughly known before the robot is deployed and cost or reward can be estimated early on. This information, combined with constraints from the robot and environment can be used to find a plan that maximizes the reward or that minimize the time the robot takes to visit or inspect all these goals.

However, minimizing the cost among a large number of nodes is not trivial. Even considering a very simplified scenario with known cost between all nodes and a simple travel salesman problem (TSP) formulation where a robot would start from a place, visit all nodes, and come back to that place is not tractable. This is an NP-hard problem where the number of routes can be defined by the gamma function \( \Gamma(n, 0) \), where \( n \) is the number of nodes. As an example, if considering 20 locations there are 2,432,902,008,176,640,000 possible routes and for a thousand nodes there are \( 4 \times 10^{2564} \) possible routes.

The long-term autonomous robotics applications also require more elaborate problem definition. In these scenarios some robots are tasked to visit many more locations than it is possible on a single battery charge, and therefore the robot should autonomously go back to a base station for recharging.
in between goals. Other objective is that a planner should be able to smoothly integrate external information to its plan, such as a human expert input instruction on what time some location should be visited.

Long-term robot planning in a large environment is complex, there are many challenges and considerations for choosing a planning strategy such as: (i) optimally choosing among the many goals is not tractable; (ii) defining the cost is subjective, the goal can be just minimizing the time, or additional parameters that are important to a specific application can be included; (iii) deciding what constraints should be included in the problem formulation is important; (iv) determining if a complete plan for the mission is necessary or just being able to choose what to do next is enough; (v) information might be unreliable; (vi) how to use all the data is challenging, there might be not enough or too much data; (vii) when the planning algorithm is structured in layers, what level of details should be accounted for in each of the layers, (viii) deciding if re-planning is necessary, and if yes, on what layers and how to know when it is needed.

A common planning approach is to have the planner divided in multiple level of layers [8],[9], which might include a first layer for choosing and generating the next goals for a robot to visit; a second layer for obtaining a path between the current position and the goal by using discrete or sampled based methods and that might include information such as maps from the environment, sensors data and beliefs; and a third layer for dealing locally with robot and environment dynamics to generate trajectory commands that follows the path. This research effort aims to study and present methods for solving the first layer of choosing and ordering the way-points to visit for a long-term autonomous mission respecting the constraints and optimizing time.

1.1 Problem Statement

The goal of this work is to address the problem of planning on scenarios such as Figure 1.1 where there is a very large environment with many locations to visit. In that figure an underground mine simulation where all the columns must be inspected for structural integrity which demands multiple days of operation from a robot. This requires an elaborated problem definition, where there are considerations such as having the robot return to a base station for recharging, having priorities for some of the nodes and uncertainties from robot behaviors and the environment.

This optimization problem can be described by the graph $G = (V, A)$ where an example is shown in Figure 1.2. The $V$ is the entire set of vertices $V = (v_0, v_1, ..., v_n)$ and $A = \{(v_i, v_j) : i \neq j\}$ is the set of arc costs, where $a_{ij}$ is the associated non negative arc cost from vertex $i$ to vertex $j$. The
\( x_{ij} \) is a binary value, \( x_{ij} \in \{0, 1\} \ \forall i, j \in V \), where its value is 1 when the arc from \( i \) to \( j \) is part of the solution and zero otherwise. The work presented on this manuscript aims to minimize the traversing cost function in Equation (1.1).

\[
L = \sum_{i \in V} \sum_{j \in V} a_{ij} x_{ij} \tag{1.1}
\]

The constraints associate to \( x_{ij} \) are:
\begin{align*}
\sum_{i \in V} x_{ij} &= 1 \forall j \in V \setminus \{0\} \quad (1.2) \\
\sum_{j \in V} x_{ij} &= 1 \forall i \in V \setminus \{0\} \quad (1.3)
\end{align*}

Where equations (1.2) and (1.3) state that each vertex is visited one time with the exception from the robot starting position vertex of index 0.

\begin{align*}
\sum_{i \in V} x_{i0} &= D \quad (1.4) \\
\sum_{j \in V} x_{0j} &= D \quad (1.5)
\end{align*}

The equations (1.4) and (1.5) state that the number of times a robot leaves the base station should be equal to the number of times it returns to the base station, and that this is equal to $D$, that is the planned number of deployments or days of operation.

Other constraint for the problem is Equation (1.6). Where each individual route $r_i$ is an ordered subset of vertices from $V$ and $C(r_i)$ represents the total arc cost of visiting all the vertices in that route. For each day or deployment the route must respect a time constraint related to the maximum robot operation time $T = (t_0, ..., t_n)$.

\[ C(r_i) < t_i \quad (1.6) \]

Time window constraints can be associated to the vertices $V$. When an initial and finish time $[s_{\text{initial}}, s_{\text{finish}}]$ is added as a parameter to a vertex $v_i$, this vertex must be visited within that time window inside the route.

The low-level mapping, motion planning, and obstacle avoidance modules are considered available for dealing with local hazards and condition throughout this work. The global map assumption applies to many practical applications because on outside locations there are satellite imagery and digital elevation maps, indoor locations are mostly man-made and therefore the building blueprints would be a good description of the environment, and even in other planets there are topographical maps available for a robotic mission [10]. Perfect localization is used to calculate the arc costs, and it is assumed that the mobile robot is able to localize itself, navigate the environment and reach the way-points by fusing the information from its sensors, including local sensors such as Inertial Measurement Unit and Wheel Encoders, and external sensors such as beacons, GNSS, etc. The arc-costs are known and constant for generating the initial multiple routes and calculated using
driving time estimation, this can vary from a simplistic robot average speed to a forecast from a 3D physical simulation from the robot driving on the environment from point A to B. Uncertainty is only considered in execution time, where during the execution of a single route the arc-costs from that route might not be the same value as it was planned for and some adjustment on that route such as dropping some of the vertices to be able to return to the starting position might be required to respect the problem constraints.

Contributions of this work include a method for planning and scheduling multiple day routes for long term robotic missions; comparison among metaheuristics for the local search in that problem; a method to add human expert input, priorities or expiration time for the planning routes; and a mission control layer for monitoring navigation and improving the routes during runtime. Applications of this work include inspection of large environments such as stone-mine and office building security; agricultural applications such as weed control, pollination and fruit picking; robot delivery; among others.

The presented framework was tested on multiple goal configuration and optimization scenarios and on two robotics physical simulation environments that represent a realistic application of the presented work on long term autonomous missions. Chapter 2 will cover related and background work on planning and scheduling for long term autonomy and on vehicle routing problem. Chapter 3 explains the technical approach used to solve the problem, the built simulation environment and integration with robot navigation. Chapter 4 provide the experiments motivation, design and results obtained, and Chapter 5 is a conclusion about the proposed methods.
Chapter 2

Background

This chapter provides a review on background work related to the goals of this thesis. Section 2.1 is an analysis on long term autonomous robot projects and how their goals, schedule and planning are defined, and Section 2.2 is a study on vehicle routing problem and solvers that is part of the proposed approach to solve the problem of choosing goals and routes on a long term robotic mission.

2.1 Planning and Scheduling for Long Term Autonomy

There are long term robotic examples in various domains such as space, marine, air, field, road, and service. In each domain the level of autonomy and the area where it is applied is different because of environment variability, diversity, dynamics, interaction and cooperation with other robots and humans, how cost and how critical they are, and the duration of each mission [11]. Scheduling goals and planning is part of an autonomy architecture that might also include navigation and mapping, perception, knowledge representation, reasoning, interaction and learning.

Some robots are able to operate for long term in indoor environment. PR2 from Willow Garage is an office robot which was able to autonomously ran an office marathon (26.22 miles) on a 30h mission [9], this was accomplished with a combination of predefined goals in the office, an A* global planner on an obstacle costmap and a local planner using Dynamic Window Approach [12]. Policies for recovery behavior were added to deal with unexpected situations, such as entrapment. Because the objective was just to maximize driving distance, the goals were simple. To drive around the office environment multiple laps in a circuit like configuration and return to a base station when low on battery.

In the Spatio-Temporal Representations and Activities for Cognitive Control in Long-Term Sce-
narios (STRANDs) [8] project the robots are able to operate in office environments for days interacting with humans and performing tasks. STRANDs was developed for two scenarios, one is a security task where the robot patrols the environment performing regular checks and generating alerts for unusual events. The other is an elderly care facility where robot supports staff and patients by providing information to them. Long term planning capabilities are built on top of the ROS core navigation system that uses similar algorithm implementation from the PR2 robot. A Monitored Navigation layer observes the execution of the standard ROS Navigation and iterates through a set user defined list of recovery behaviors based on the type of failure. Generating goals for the planner is done overnight during charging time by an adaptive topological navigation layer where an Markov Decision Process (MDP) is used to produce a policy for a goal and the duration based on previous logged data. Therefore the robot is able to learn and adapt from the collected data by improving the estimated navigation time and maximizing the number of services provided.

The CoBots [13][14] is another long term project, that similar to the problem that is being addressed in this thesis, offers a method for planning and scheduling tasks and goals. CoBots are designed to operate in office spaces and are able to accomplish tasks such as Deliver-message, transport, escort and telepresence. The tasks in this project are requested by humans over the network or through an onboard tablet, and a scheduler layer [15] is used to check if the task is feasible and then dynamically sorts the order using mixed-integer linear programming (MILP). Planning and navigation includes a human-centered symbiotic approach where robots will ask humans for help when they would not know the location or the action to take.

Dynamic User Task Scheduling [15] is a mixed-integer programming technique for solving robotic task planning in situations where there are overlapping time windows in the tasks. In [16] a mixed-integer programming method is proposed for solving single robot task planning for a set of tasks with temporal constraints and considering schedules from multiple human users, and the commercial CPLEX MIP solver is used to obtain the solution for a set of 40 tasks problem. Task Scheduling with Interval Algebra [17] is another method for addressing the robotic task scheduling problem, this method heuristically order the task pairs aiming to maximize the time available for the tasks, and to minimize the sum of completion time.

Projects such as [18] provide some example of planning and scheduling architecture to be used in an industrial environment, where the mission planning method proposed for multiple parts feeding uses a genetic algorithm heuristic for generating the sequence of tasks by minimizing waiting time and total traveling time from a mobile robot. A mission control layer is used to feed this generated task sequence into the robot in real time, where it monitors for disruption in the production, that
takes priority over the generated task sequence.

In [19], a mixed integer programming method for planning tasks for an heterogeneous fleet of robots is presented. Multi robot task scheduling is also proposed in [20], where heuristics are proposed on a coalition level without the requirement of robot specification, in this work robots are required to cooperate tightly, sharing different capabilities among a fleet of heterogeneous robots to accomplish the tasks using the proposed Interfere Assign and Min Interfere methods.

Field robots require planning and scheduling for long term operation in an environment less constrained than the office and industry. A goal of this thesis is to present a method that is able to plan routes under this complex environment characteristics. The challenge is planning the long sequence of locations to visit for these robots to operate for long term with multiple deployments in a large environment. The planners should also be flexible to consider the particular aspects of each application, where robots might have some priorities given by a human expert or be required to adjust its plans due to uncertainty. These robots usually operate in scenarios where the rough terrain requires to model the environment in three dimensions and the challenges to drive in this conditions and the large environment make it crucial to plan considering robot energy and the requirement to recharge the robot. There are energy aware planning methods developed using energy cost models for different types of ground vehicles, such as [21][22] that presents planners for finding a more energy efficient path on uneven terrains and [23] that studies the deployment of robots when energy and timing constraints are considered based on power model calculated at different speeds. These planners solve for a more energy efficient path, that can be used by other algorithms as the cost values when defining the sequence of goals that a robot should have on a mission.

Some of the field robotics applications are coverage problems, where the robot is required to traverse the entire environment. An example of planning for this problem considering the limited battery capacity of the robot is presented on [24], where the proposed method is divided in two steps, an offline part assuming full-knowledge of the environment and uses the shortest path potential function, the saddle curves, the corridors induced by saddle curves, and the coverage path split to generate the plan; and the online part that uses information calculated on the offline part to generate the coverage for an unknown environment.

Agricultural robots are a good example of field robots. SwagBot [25] is an omnidirectional robot designed for autonomous weed detection and spraying, soil sampling, pasture analysis, biomass estimation, and livestock monitoring on uneven terrain. This robot plans its route by solving a travel salesman problem (TSP) over the energy costs of visiting its predefined goals. The costs are generated with a combination of Probabilistic Roadmap (PRM) and the energy cost of motion for
this omnidirectional robot presented in [26]. Limitation of this method is that the asymmetric TSP only generates a route from the starting position covering all the vertices and returning to the same position. This is only a single deployment of the robot on a single battery charge, that can’t be extended for multiple days of operation. Another issue is that it does not support for uncertainties that might happen during run-time.

2.2 Vehicle Routing Problem

The vehicle routing problem (VRP) has been an important field of study since the 60s with [27], where the traditional problem involve simultaneously determining the routes for multiple vehicles from a depot to a number of customer locations and returning back to the depot without exceeding capacity constraints from each vehicle. This is extremely important for all kind of delivery tasks such as package delivery, postal services, public transport routes, etc where the goal is to minimize distance traveled or time while maintaining or possibly increasing service quality.

VRP is a combinatorial optimization problem, that can be described by a graph \( G = (V, A) \), where \( V = \{v_0, v_1, ..., v_n\} \) are the vertices set and \( A = \{(v_i, v_j) : i \neq j\} \) are the arcs set, where a non negative cost \( c_{ij} \) is associated with each arc and represent the travel cost for going from vertex \( v_i \) to \( v_j \) and \( C \) is the vehicle capacity constraint. The problem must be solved under the following constraints: (i) each location is visited exactly one time; (ii) each vehicle must start and end its route at the depot \( v_0 \); (iii) the sum of the cost of the vertices visited in a route cannot exceed the vehicle capacity \( C \).

Extensive research has been accomplished on vehicle routing problems where many variation from the basic problem formulation have been created to address the requirements from the delivery industry. According to [28], problem formulation includes: Capacitated Constraint VRP (CVRP) [29] where each vehicle has a maximum capacity and each customer location has a demand associated and the total demand for each route cannot exceed the total vehicle capacity; Distance Constrained VRP (DCVRP) [30] where the capacity limitation for each vehicle is a maximum distance that it can travel and therefore each route has maximum distance limitation; VRP with Time Windows (VRPTW) [31] that is an extension from the CVRP where each customer location has also a time interval \([a_i, b_i]\) constraint where a delivery is only allowed on each location during its time windows and where the minimization parameter is time, the distance cost is defined as time unit and waiting for delivery is also allowed; VRP with Backhauls (VRPB) [32] where the customer location vertices are divided in two subsets, one subset are linehaul customers requiring products to be delivered.
and the other are backhaul customer requiring a product to be picked up, and in this formulation the added constraint is that all linehaul customers must proceed the backhaul customers in each route; VRP with Simultaneous Pickup and Delivery (VRPSPD) \[33\] where each customer vertices are divided in a pair of origin $O_i$ and destination $D_i$ and they have associated demands to be picked $d_i$ and demand to be delivered $p_i$, on this problem added constraints are: (i) the load of each vehicle on a route must always be non negative (ii) for each customer $D_i$, when different from the depot, the customer $O_i$ must be served on the same route and before customer $D_i$. Other problem variations include multiple depots, dropping visits and other combinations from previous described formulation.

Due to being a NP-hard problem, solving for the optimal solution is not trivial and only possible for graphs with a small number of nodes. In \[34\] a minimum K-Trees algorithm is presented and proven to solve for the optimal solution on specific network configurations with up to 71 nodes. For more general or larger networks metaheuristic optimization based approaches are used for local search the routes to present best known solution for the problems. This metaheuristic optimization include the use of Genetic Algorithms (GA) \[35\], Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) \[36][37\], Tabu Search (TS) \[38][39\], Simulated Annealing (SA) \[40][41\], Greedy Approach \[42\] and Guided Local Search (GLS)\[43][44\].

On \[37\] a solution for the VRP using ACO is presented, on this each ant constructs a vehicle route that visits each customer; next customer is updated based on a probabilistic equation that considers pheromone value and distance between nodes, the pheromone trail is updated both locally by simulating an evaporation behavior and globally by updating the best route among the feasible ones. Besides the standard ACO implementation, route improvement strategies are also used on this implementation, this includes 2-opt heuristic where pairwise exchange of nodes is done over routes from individual vehicles and candidate list where only a limited number of candidate nodes are evaluated to find the next node on a route (e.g. 1/4 of total nodes). Both this strategies where evaluated on the paper with different values for the candidate list. The use of single ACO and multiple ACO was also evaluated. Results are presented comparing the different configuration on the ACO as a probabilistic distribution for the problems. On \[45\] the ACO for VRP is improved by randomly including mutation operations where nodes on different routes are swapped and optimized locally with 2-opt heuristic resulting in a new solution that is not very far from the original. Results are presented for 14 problems on the OR-Library \[46\] that includes problems with number of nodes from 50 to 199 and where results are very similar to the known best solution which at the time were provided by multiple implementations of the Tabu Search algorithm.
The Greedy Approach presented in [42] is a simple local search strategy with improved heuristics for problems with time windows and capacity constraints. The heuristics used are: (i) the previously presented 2-opt heuristic, (ii) the relocate operator that moves a node location from one node to another, (iii) the exchange operator that swaps nodes from different routes and (iv) the cross operator that swaps entire portion of routes between nodes. To minimize the objective function a greedy approach using the steepest descent is used, there all the costs to move to neighborhoods are calculated and the one that reduces the maximum cost is chosen, all the heuristics are applied to attempt to reduce the cost, the states that violate any of the problem constraints are discarded and a final solution is given when the heuristics does not present any more improvement to the solution. The results from using this algorithm are usually within 10% of the best known solution, advantage of this is that it ensures repeatability because it does not use any random strategy, however it can be slow due the requirement for calculating all the costs each time-step.

The simulated annealing [41] is a metaheuristic approached inspired on the annealing process used on metallurgy. Starting from an initial feasible solution for a VRP problem, and given an initial temperature and a cooling schedule, every step a random update is generated using heuristics similar as the ones used on the Greedy Approach by [42]. If the candidate solution is valid and better than the current it automatically updates the state. If it is valid but worse than the current best it updates with a probability \( e^{\Delta/T} \), where \( \Delta \) is the difference between the states, and \( T \) is the current temperature. The temperature is updated according to the cooling schedule. This process is repeated until the temperature reaches a determined value or a number of steps is reached.

The Tabu Search [47] is a metaheuristic search method based on memory structures called tabu list, that is a list of forbidden behavior, where a set of strategies (Forbidden Strategy, Freeing Strategy and Short-Term Strategy) decide what goes in and out of the list, where on VRP the previously visited locations are added to it. The evaluation function used on the search, in a similar way as it is done on SA, can produce either the best improvement or the least non-improvement, where the tabu list forbid the search to come back a previous best result allowing the search to local optimality. Tabu Search presents some of the best known solution on benchmark tests such as [46] and [48].

Other algorithm that excel on benchmark tests is the Guided Local Search [44], that is a memory-based approach that augments the cost function and penalise terms based on how far they are from previous local minima. This algorithm starts by using some other local search method such as Greedy Approach to get into a local minima, there a penalty function is implemented that penalizes a spread of features around the current solution, the local search is done on the set of penalized
features until the algorithm reaches some stopping criteria. This method allows the search to leave local minima points. When this approach was tested on [48] dataset, it was able to find 13 new best solution for its problems and consistently outperforms other methods on longer routes with fewer vehicles. On classes with shorter routes it is outperformed by TS implementations.

New VRP formulations for different applications are currently being studied. In [49] a problem formulation that is designed on a mix of Drones and Truck scenario is presented. In this problem drones are allowed a simple unitary move, from truck to a node and back to the truck, and the truck is supposed to go from depot, consumer locations, skipping the ones visited by the drone, and back to depot, where the idea is that the solution is improved when the drone is doing a delivery on one location and the truck is already driving directly to the new location. This is currently being presented on a very small network with only few nodes and claiming a reduction of delivery completion time by 75% on scenarios that the drone is faster than the truck.

Other current field of research on VRP are dynamic formulations of the problem. In [50] the Dynamic Vehicle Routing (DVR) problem is defined to plan for policies and queuing theory, policies studied include single − vehicle Divide & Conquer, multi − vehicle Divide & Conquer, The No (Explicit) Communication, Nearest − Depot Assignment among others. Other possibility for solving the Dynamic Problem on vehicle routing is to combine static routing with sequential re-optimization algorithms.
Chapter 3

Technical Approach

This chapter describes the technical approach for addressing the problem of long term planning for robotics missions. The contribution of this thesis is presenting a method for modeling robotics planning and scheduling problems as a Vehicle Routing Problem and integration of that solution planner into a robotics framework. The proposed method, as shown on Figure 3.1, divides the planner in two parts. The first is a mission planner and scheduler responsible for generating all the routes for the entire mission given robot, environment and mission constraints, and the list of goals. The second part is the execution of the planned routes during run-time, where a mission control layer will interact with the navigation layer, generating the next way-points and monitoring the execution of the mission.

Section 3.1 provides fundamentals on how VRP are solved in two steps, generating an initial solution given the problem constraints and optimizing that solution using local search metaheuristic methods. Section 3.2 presents how long term robotic planners can be modeled as a VRP, Section 3.3 describes the mission control layer and how VRP formulation is part of that layer. The Section 3.4 describes the developed robotic simulation environments, the robot and navigation algorithms used, and the integration of the VRP route planner with the robot navigation.

3.1 Fundamentals of Vehicle Routing Problem

The Vehicle Routing Problem as defined in Section 2.2 is a mathematical description of the delivery problem, where the objective is to minimize the travelled distance or the time. The constraints are associated with the vehicle carrying capacity, picking something up before delivering, loading and unloading time and delivery time windows. This formulation is suitable for the planning and
Existing solutions for the VRP are modular where calculating the cost is independent from generating the solution and optimization. Initial solution methods are shown in Section 3.1.1. Improving the initial routes is accomplished by performing local search using metaheuristic based optimization algorithms in Section 3.1.2, where algorithms with different characteristics are presented. As an implementation consideration, the robot starting position is going to be represented with index zero throughout this thesis.

### 3.1.1 Initial Solution

The initial solution for the Robotic Routing Planner using Vehicle Routing Problem definition follows the constraints defined in Section 1.1 problem statement. Equation (3.1) and (3.2) state that each vertex should be visited one time only with the exception of the starting position \( v_0 \). Equations (3.3) and (3.4) state that the robot should, at each route, start from the initial position and return to that same position at the end of the route and that this is going to be repeated through the total number of routes \( D \). The last constraint is that the total time cost of each route should be less than the daily vehicle constraints \( T = (t_0, \ldots, t_n) \). Route costs are calculated using the matrix
of arc costs. This matrix indices represent the arc cost from one vertex to another, if the arc cost \( x_{ij} = x_{ji} \ \forall \ j, i \) this matrix is a symmetric matrix. All the elements in this matrix diagonal are equal to zero, because costs for staying in the same place are not considered as it is forbidden to repeat vertices on a route. Section 3.2.1 will present methods to generate this matrix for robotics problems.

\[
\sum_{i \in V} x_{ij} = 1 \ \forall \ j \in V \setminus \{0\} \tag{3.1}
\]

\[
\sum_{j \in V} x_{ij} = 1 \ \forall \ i \in V \setminus \{0\} \tag{3.2}
\]

\[
\sum_{i \in V} x_{i0} = D \tag{3.3}
\]

\[
\sum_{j \in V} x_{0j} = D \tag{3.4}
\]

The first algorithm considered for obtaining the initial solution is the **Path-Cheapest-Arc** [51], which is also used as the standard initial solutions for VRP in the Google Operations Research Tools [51]. This algorithm is a greedy iterative process and Algorithm 1 shows its pseudo-code. Starting from empty routes and respecting that each vertex can only be added a single time with the exception of the initial position and that the robot has the constraint for maximum operation time in each daily route this method always selects the valid vertex with less cost as the next vertex in a route. The custom implemented algorithm was designed to ensure repeatability for running the experiments, therefore the function that returns the vertex with minimum distance from another vertex was developed so it always returns the same vertex in cases where there are multiple vertices at the same minimum distance. In the algorithm pseudo-code, the **route_distance** is the current total cost of a route; the **distance(i,j)** evaluates the arc cost between vertex \( i \) and \( j \); **route[-1]** represents the last element on the route; **append** adds a vertex to a route and **remove** removes a vertex from the remaining vertices list.
Algorithm 1: Path-Cheapest-Arc

Routes = [];
Vertices = V // Set of all vertices to visit with exception of starting position
T = \{t_0, ..., t_n\} // Max daily route cost

for t in T do
    route=[];
    while True do
        if route_distance(route)+distance(0,route[-1]) < t then
            if route_distance(route)+distance(0,route[-1])+min(route[-1],Vertices) < t then
                route.append(vertex(min(route[-1],Vertices)) // Add closest vertex to the
                current last vertex on the route
                Vertices.remove(vertex(min(route[-1],Vertices)))
            else
                route.append(0) // return to initial position
        Routes.append(route);
        False;
    end
else
    False;
end
end

check_routes(Route, Vertices)

A second algorithm considered for generating initial solutions is the Path-Cheapest-Arc with Random Vertices that is a combination of the first algorithm with a probability of randomly assigning a vertex to a route. As shown in Algorithm 2, the algorithm uses Path-Cheapest-Arc with a small chance that a random valid vertex would be added at each step. The algorithm implementation is similar to Algorithm 1, but a random() function provides 95% chance of applying path-cheapest-arc and 5% chance of adding a random vertex at each iteration. The random vertex is chosen from the Vertices list using the method choice(), if it is a valid choice it is added to the route and removed from the Vertices list. When running multiple times this algorithm can present an
improved initial solution, however it does not ensure repeatability and when iterating over multiple
times, a very inefficient optimization is actually being performed.
Algorithm 2: Path-Cheapest-Arc+Random approach

Routes = [];
Vertices = V // Set of all vertices to visit with exception of starting position
T = \{t_0, ..., t_n\} // Max daily route cost

for t in T do
    route=[];
    while True do
        if route_distance(route)+distance(0, route[-1]) < t then
            if Random() < 0.95 then
                if route_distance(route)+dist(0, route[-1])+min(route[-1], Vertices) < t then
                    route.append(vertex(min(route[-1], Vertices)) // Add closest vertex to
                    the current last vertex on the route
                    Vertices.remove(vertex(min(route[-1], Vertices)))
                else
                    route.append(0) // return to initial position
                    Routes.append(route);
                    False;
            else
                new_vertex = choice(Vertices);
                if route_distance(route)+dist(0, route[-1])+dist(route[-1], new_vertex) < t then
                    route.append(new_vertex) // Add Random vertex to the route
                    Vertices.remove(new_vertex)
                end
            end
        end
    end
end

check_routes(Route, Vertices);
3.1.2 Local Search

Local Search is the process of improving an initial solution. This is used because it is infeasible to perform optimization in the entire global search space. A general definition of local search is that of an iterative process that starts by defining a neighborhood for the current solution and choosing the best solution within that neighborhood while some criteria is not met. The criteria includes time limits and maximum number of steps and solutions, including failures and solution convergence.

Optimization methods were chosen based on characteristics and performance in general VRP formulations reviewed in the background Section 2.2. The metaheuristics are described following the implementation from Google Operation Research Library [51] which is also used throughout the experiments of this thesis. Some methods are common for all the presented metaheuristic algorithms for solving the robotics planning VRP:

- **StopCriterion**: This method defines the criteria to exit the optimization. Three things are considered, the solution tolerance that is the number of solutions allowed without any improvement on the objective value, the number of iterations of the algorithm and the time. This method is also able to catch interruptions, and therefore the user can manually force to leave optimization without losing the data.

- **Fitness**: this method evaluates how good a proposed solution is, this is the inverse of the total cost for the planned routes.

- **LocalSearchOperator**: this method is used to generate and explore a neighborhood around an input solution. These are constructed using two techniques: the 2-opt where 2 vertex are swapped from the current solution and the shuffle operation where an arbitrary number of vertices are permuted within a route. The number of neighbors and number of operations used to generate the neighbors is a parameter to be defined on initialization of this method and depends on the kind of optimization used. The Simulated Annealing and Guided Local Search only require one valid candidate solution per iteration, whereas on Greedy Descent, Tabu Search a list of valid candidates is necessary. An `IsValid` method is implemented inside this method to check if the candidate solution follows all the problem constraints. In addition to that, filters are used to improve speed and remove illegal operation such as not allowing to shuffle the starting and end position at each route.

The **Greedy Descent** [51] pseudo-code shown in Algorithm 3 is an approach that makes the best locally optimal choice at each iteration by choosing the best candidate generated from the
**LocalSearchOperator** method. This local search is simple and converges fast, but is not able to avoid local minimum and was chosen because it is a good comparison with other approaches that should be able to avoid these local minimum.

**Algorithm 3:** Greedy Descent

```plaintext
// Initialize the optimization
current_best = initial_solution;
k = 0;

while not StopCriterion() do
    candidates = LocalSearchOperator(current_best);
    candidate = candidates[0] if fitness(candidate) > fitness(current_best) then
        current_best = candidate;
    end
    k = k + 1;
end
```

Simulated Annealing [51], as presented in Section 2.2, is a metaheuristic optimization method based on the annealing metallurgical process. The pseudo-code is shown in Algorithm 4, where the main idea is that it is possible to avoid local minimum by accepting a candidate solution that is not better than the current solution. Solutions that are better than the current solution are always accepted. However, there is an acceptance probability $P$ for taking a solution that is worse than the current solution. This acceptance probability reduces as the temperature decreases and the process converges to its best solution.

Besides the StopCriterion and LocalSearchOperator previously described, this algorithm implementation uses the following methods: **Temperature**($k$) that returns the ratio of the initial temperature over the number of iterations $k$; **Energy**($x$) returns the energy value of a proposed solution $x$ (same as the fitness method); **Random()** returns a float between 0 and 1 and $P(e, e_{test}, t)$ is the acceptance probability method, if $e > e_{test}$, $P(e, e_{test}, t) = 1$ else $P(e, e_{test}, t) = \exp(- (e_{test} - e) / t)$. 
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Algorithm 4: Simulated Annealing

// Initialize the optimization:
current_solution = initial_solution;
e = Energy(current_solution);
t = temperature0;
k = 0;
while not StopCriterion() do
    t = temperature(k);
    candidates = LocalSearchOperator(current_solution);
    candidate = candidates[0];
    e_test = Energy(candidate)
    if $P(e,e_{test},t) > Random()$ then
        current_solution = candidate;
        e = Energy(current_solution);
    end
    k = k+1;
end

The Tabu Search [51] is a metaheuristic algorithm based on lists of forbidden actions where for some period of time it disfavors some of the locations to visit. The presented implementation is divided in two phases the diversification mode where it looks for different features and the intensification mode where it seeks similar features. The optimization will oscillate between this two steps to avoid being trapped in local optimum and also explore regions close to promising solutions.

The algorithm uses two lists to accomplish that two phase outcome, the Forbidden List that is a list of candidate solutions that are not allowed and the Keep List that is a list of candidate solutions that should be kept. Elements in these lists are of type struct where each value has the candidate solution with the routes and a stamp. This stamp is updated in the lists at each iteration of the algorithm, and is used by the UpdateLists method to add and remove values from there. The lists are queues where values are added to the end and retrieved at the beginning, this way it is not required to iterate over all values in the list to update the list. Tenure time is the number of iterations that a value should be kept on a list, there are two tenure times Forbidden Tenure Time and Keep Tenure Time. The UpdateLists method uses these tenures to performs 4 operations. It updates the stamp on current members of the lists; adds new values to the keep list; removes values
that have expired from the Keep List and adds them to the Forbidden List; and removes values that have expired from the Forbidden List. The process of allowing new values and forbidding old values is what alternates between the intensification and diversification phase. The TS only adds constraints for the optimization, therefore the aspiration criterion will accept a solution, no matter what, if it is better than the current best solution.

The optimization pseudo-code is shown in Algorithm 5, where the search should start after a local optimum is reached by the greedy descent. In an iterative process it selects neighbors from the Keep List solutions, selects the best candidate not in the Forbid List from the neighbors, checks if this best candidate is the best known solution and updates both list using the UpdateLists method with the best candidate solution.
Algorithm 5: Tabu Search

// Initialize the optimization
best_solution = initial_solution;
keep_tabu_list = [];
forbid_tabu_list = [];
keep_tenure = 5; // number of iterations value
forbid_tenure = 10;
k = 0
while not StopCriterion() do
    neighborhood = LocalSearchOperator(keep_tabu_list);
    best_candidate = neighborhood[0];
    for candidate in neighborhood do
        if not forbid_tabu_list.contains(candidate) and fitness(candidate) >
            fitness(best_candidate) then
            best_candidate = candidate; // get best solution from the neighborhood
        end
    end
    if fitness(best_candidate) > fitness(best_solution) then
        best_solution = best_candidate; // best candidate is the best solution
    end
    UpdateLists(best_candidate); // adds the best candidate to the keep list and
    updates both lists
    k++
end

The **Guided Local Search** [51] is a metaheuristic optimization based on penalties to avoid local minimum and plateaus. The idea is that by penalizing some repeated features from a local optimum it can reach other parts of the search space. Penalties are implemented using an indicator function, where \( I_i(x) = 1 \) if feature \( i \) is part of solution \( x \) and \( I_i(x) = 0 \) otherwise. In the routing problem these features are the arc costs, where \( c_{ij} \) represents the arc cost from going to vertex \( i \) to vertex \( j \) in the solution, \( p_{ij} \) is a counter that represents the number of occurrences of some arc cost, \( u_{ij} \) is the utility function \( u_{ij}(x) = I_i(x) * c_{ij}(x)/(1 + p_i) \) where features will be penalized, but less penalized if they appear more often because features that appear often on local optimum might be
a part of a good solution.

The $g(x)$ is the augmented objective function $g(x) = \sum_{(i,j)} c_{ij} + \lambda \sum_{(i,j)} I_{ij}(x) \cdot p_{ij} \cdot c_{ij}$. Where $\lambda$ is the penalty factor, a small value will tune the search for intensification and a large value will induce diversification of the solution. The pseudo-code is shown in Algorithm 6, where it is implemented using two methods, the **ObjectiveFunction** takes a candidate solution, lambda and penalties as input and applies the augmented objective function $g$ using the indicator function $I(x)$ and returns the calculated new total cost with penalties. The **UpdatePenalties** method gets the penalties $p$ and the local best solution as input and calculates the utility function $u$. Then it updates the penalty values $p$ for the features where a maximum utility function $u$ was obtained.

At each iteration of the algorithm, while the stopping criterion is not met, the candidate solution is obtained with the **LocalSearchOperator** current local best solution; the candidate solution and current local best solution are augmented using the **ObjectiveFunction** and compared; if greater the local best is updated with the candidate solution; then it checks if the candidate solution is the current best overall solution; penalties $p$ are updated using the **UpdatePenalties** method and the current local best solution.
Algorithm 6: Guided Local Search

// Initialize the optimization
best_solution = initial_solution;
local_best = initial_solution;
k = 0;
lambda = 0.1;
p = [0, ..., 0];

while not StopCriterion() do
    candidate = LocalSearchOperator(local_best)[0];
    if ObjectiveFunction(candidate, lambda, p) > ObjectiveFunction(local_best, lambda, p) then
        local_best = candidate;
    end
    if fitness(candidate) > fitness(best_solution) then
        best_solution = candidate;
    end
    p = UpdatePenalties(p, local_best);
k = k + 1;
end

3.2 Vehicle Routing as a Robotic Planner

This section presents proposed methods on how to integrate the VRP solutions as a robotics planner and scheduler. The proposed method to choose constraints for VRP Robotics Planning is different than what is used in the delivery application. In the delivery application the number of vehicles available is what define the design of the problem. However for robotics planning the primary limitation is the robot operation time or energy. The maximum number of days for a mission is a flexible constraint, the mission planner layer will generate the minimum possible number of routes. The number of days is used as a boundary for checking if the problem parameters are viable. If they are too strict and it is not possible to generate an initial solution within the defined number of days it will return an error informing it is not possible to obtain a solution with the specified robot operation time and number of days.
Section 3.2.1 describes how to generate the arc costs for the robotic planner considering the information available about the robot, the mission and the environment. This is a modular and independent process from generating the initial solution and optimization.

The variations of VRP formulation also provide some flexibility for the robotic route planning. In Section 3.2.2 a method to add priorities and expiration to some of the tasks is proposed. These allows for an expert human input to the routes and the addition of new constraints that were not previously considered.

### 3.2.1 Arc Costs

The search algorithms employed on this work uses a matrix of costs among all the vertices as input that represent time costs. Therefore there are many possibilities on how to calculate arc-costs. The requirements from algorithm implementation are that arc-cost values must be integers and that all the matrix must be calculated beforehand for algorithm efficiency.

A traditional approach is to get a distance between two nodes using distance metrics such as Euclidean, Manhattan, Mahalanobis, Hamming, among others [52]. For calculating this distance the only information required by the problem is the position in the world of each of the vertices location to be visited. When problems are modeled as time dependent such as in this robotic application where the constraint is the maximum operation time per deployment or in problems with time window constraints the distances cost can be converted to time cost by multiplying it with the robot average speed.

An option that provides a more complete cost estimation is to use a physical simulation. A method to get these costs is assigning the robot to traverse between way-points in a Gazebo simulation environment and obtaining the robot driving time to the goal. This considers many variables throughout the simulation, the robot dynamics that consider the forces acting on the robot and acceleration produced and its interaction with a 3 dimensional environment. There the cost matrix can be generated by simulating the robot traversing among all possible vertices in the problem, where regions that are not traversable will get an infinite cost. This simulator provides the possibility to simulate faster then real time and multiple simulations running in parallel. However, even with this resources, using this approach is only feasible for problems with a very small number of locations to visit.

A possible solution to that problem is getting probabilistic data on how a robot traverse a determined type of environment using the robotics physical simulation, and then apply that value
across all the arc costs in the matrix. In Figure 3.2 an example using the mine environment and the Husky robot is shown. Details about the simulation, the custom navigation used and parameters of the robot are described in Section 3.4. In this example the tunnel environment is like a city block, where most of the sections have similar distances. Figure 3.2 (a) shows the path used for calculating the average time for straight drive through a section of the tunnel. The robot drove 18 meters for 100 times at the average driving time of 19.63 seconds and standard deviation of 1.68 seconds. Figure 3.2 (b) shows the robot goal as the diagonal of the current position in the tunnel, it has to drive one section of the tunnel turn and drive through another section. Two routes are possible and the robot navigation does not have previous knowledge of the map. The robot traversing time is calculated 100 times to obtain the average time of 32.43 seconds and standard deviation of 6.34 seconds. One of the reasons that the driving time in (a) is not half of (b) is because accelerating and stopping are significant part of the traversing time. Also the large deviation value for (b) is that turning in a skid steered robot can be erratic when in maximum speed. The average driving time costs obtained in this demonstration can then be applied for all the vertices to obtain the cost matrix.

3.2.2 Time Window

In addition to the constraint on the limited time of operation of a robot at each deployment, other constraint defined in the problem statement in Section 1.1 is the time window associated to each location. Some vertices might be required to be visited before, due some expiration, and some vertices should not be visited at the beginning because they are not ready. Other consideration is to allow human expert input on how the routes should be generated for a determined application. The proposed idea on how to add priorities to some of the vertices is to use a custom Time Window formulation for the VRP. An initial and finish time is associated to each of the vertices as a constraint
parameter. When planning the routes, the vertices must be visited within their time window.

Adding time windows does not require many changes on previous algorithms. The pseudo-code in Algorithm 7 shows how to generate the initial solution for this problem. A starting time $s_i$ is applied for each planned route, where the deployment of the robot is delayed to start at time $s_i = i \times MAX\_ROUTE\_TIME$, therefore the time windows are assigned with respect to the robot maximum operation time. As a standard all vertices should be initialized with a time window. When no time window is explicitly assigned, it is going to be from zero to the maximum time allowed for the entire mission. Each route starts at time $s_i$, the vertices are initially sorted on a list by finish time and starting time window. Then additional if statement is added to the Path-Cheapest-Arc algorithm to check if there are any vertices available with time windows within the current route time using the $IsTimeWindowAvailable$ method. If there are no vertex with a time window available it will waits until a time window is available or return to the starting position and end that daily route. If it finds an available time window, the windows are sorted for choosing the vertex with the smaller time window remaining using the $GetTimeWindowVertex$ method, if more than one smaller window with same size is available it selects the closest node with smaller window.
Algorithm 7: Path-Cheapest-Arc with Time Windows

Routes = [];
Vertices = V // Set of all vertices to visit with exception of starting position
TW = TimeWindows // Set of time windows associated to the vertices
T = \{t_0, \ldots, t_n\} // Max daily route time
S = [s_0, \ldots, s_n] // Starting Route Time
index = 0;

for t in T do
    route=[];
    current_time = S[index];
    while True do
        if IsTimeWindowAvailable() then
            vertex_to_visit = GetTimeWindowVertex(V, TW);
            if current_time + distance(route[-1], vertex_to_visit) + distance(vertex_to_visit, 0) < t then
                route.append(vertex_to_visit) // Add the vertex with the smaller remaining time window to the end of the route
                Vertices.remove(vertex_to_visit) // Remove that vertex to the list of remaining vertices to visit
                current_time += distance(route[-1], vertex_to_visit) // Update route current time
            else
                route.append(0) // Return to initial position
                Routes.append(route);
                index += 1;
                False;
        else
            route.append(0) // Return to initial position
            Routes.append(route);
            index += 1;
            False;
        end
    end
end
For the optimization using the Local Search algorithms, the new constraints are added to the LocalSearchOperator method to not allow an illegal operation of moving a vertex outside its time window and to the IsValid method to check if a proposed candidate solution is valid. The other change is that routes are also calculated in series, beginning at the starting time \( s_i \) and the route maximum operation time being defined with respect to the starting time of each route.

### 3.3 Mission Control

The Mission Control layer is inspired by the Monitored Navigation layer from the STRANDs [8] project, where there is a layer for monitoring the robot navigation and ensuring that the robot completes its tasks when possible. The proposed approach is to use VRP problem formulation as the Mission Control layer during runtime. The idea, as shown in the diagram in Figure 3.3, is that, with a custom problem definition, it is possible to have optimization running on real time that is capable to deal with unexpected events. The proposed method uses a single route problem, where the starting position is the current robot position \( v_{\text{current}} \) and the end of the route is the initial position \( v_0 \). The single day route was chosen to reduce computational cost of the optimization allowing the operation in runtime. It is impossible to find the initial solution and perform local search in large multiple day routes in runtime. The Mission Control layer starts with a daily route that was solved in Section 3.1.2 as the input. Then it keeps solving for that route as it monitors runtime parameters. These parameters are the remaining time for current route, the remaining vertices from the single day route and the robot remaining operation time. The VRP formulation used is a VRP with dropping visits where, in the situation that it is impossible to visit all the remaining vertices from the single day route within the robot remaining operation time, it will choose to drop some of the vertices on the route.

To solve the VRP with dropping visits, the vertices are implemented as structures called disjunction, each optional disjunction can only be visited a maximum of a single time, with \( p + \sum_{i \in \text{Disjunction}} \text{ActiveVertex}(i) = 1 \), where \( p \) is a boolean variable and if no vertex on the disjunction is visited \( p \) must be set to one, then a penalty \( p \times \text{penalty} \) is added to the objective function. The penalty must be a value larger than the cost of visiting the vertices to force the robot to visit all viable vertices. Homogeneous penalty was used in all the vertices.

The objective function is shown in Equation (3.5), where the total cost to minimize during optimization is the sum of the arc costs on the route plus the penalty costs for not visiting the optional Disjunctions. The \( V \) is the entire set of vertices \( V = (v_0, v_1, ..., v_n) \) and \( a_{ij} \) is the associated
non negative arc cost from vertex \( i \) to vertex \( j \). The \( x_{ij} \) is a binary value, \( x_{ij} \in \{0, 1\} \ \forall \ i, j \in V \), where its value is 1 when the arc from \( i \) to \( j \) is part of the solution and zero otherwise. The \( p_i \) is a binary value that if vertex \( v_i \) is dropped it is set to one and zero otherwise. The penalty is the cost of dropping that vertex. The same algorithms as in Section 3.1.2 are applied to solve the Local Search with a modified LocalSearchOperator method that considers dropping visits for creating candidate solutions.

\[
L = \sum_{i \in V} \left( \sum_{j \in V} a_{ij} x_{ij} + p_i \times \text{penalty} \right) \quad (3.5)
\]

The Mission Control Layer is an iterative process. It starts from the first goal generated in the local search and sends that goal location as a command to the robot navigation. Once that goal is reached the list of vertices to visit in the route is updated and that goal becomes the current starting position \( v_{current} \) for the next optimization with the remaining time that is available on the route as the time constrain. This process is repeated until a stopping criterion is reached. There are two stopping criterion, one is the route was completed and that the robot reached the starting vertex \( v_0 \), and the other is that the remaining time to return to starting position \( v_0 \) is less than the remaining
available time in the route plus a constant margin.

3.4 Simulation Environment and Integration

Simulation environments were built in the Gazebo simulator for testing the application of the developed framework in long term robotic operation. The simulations use a modified Husky base [53] with a 32 Channel LiDAR model, the robot is spawned in a known location and true world localization is used.

To integrate the Long Term Route Planning algorithms with the simulation environment, robot Navigation is implemented using move base framework [54], in a similar way as to other long term robotics projects presented in Section 2.1. The robot navigation diagram is shown in Figure 3.4. The core components are (i) global planner that generates a global 2D path between 2 vertices based on a global costmap, (ii) local planner that generates a smaller path to a point inside the global path and considers local costmap information and robot dynamics and (iii) recovery behavior that is an emergency action that the robot will take to recover from an unexpected situation. The core operation depends on local costmap that is a 2D map generated directly from 3D Lidar sensor data that inflates obstacles; global costmap that is a 2D static map that is either imported from the simulation environment or built with simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM); and odometry that on this experiments is the perfect value from simulation. The move base will output velocity commands to the robot base wheel controller inside the simulation environment. This can be easily transferred to a real robot that uses velocity values as the input to control its motors.

![Robot navigation diagram](image)
A standard implementation of move base global planner is $A^*$ [55], that is used to create the robot global 2D path using the global costmap data. The local planner used is the Dynamic Window Approach (DWA) [12] that discretely samples for the robot control space $(dx, dy, d\theta)$ and performs a simulation from the current robot state to predict what happens when different velocities are applied. Then each trajectory is scored based on parameters that are defined in the planner configuration and the highest scoring velocity is chosen as the command velocity output. The recovery behavior used is a turn in place maneuver.

The input for the move base is a pose goal, that is $\{x, y, z\}$ position and $\{x, y, z, w\}$ quaternion orientation. When no goal orientation is provided, some value must be chosen as the input for the robot navigation. A practical approach is to use the direction from the current to the goal position. The heading is calculated from current position $\{x_{current}, y_{current}\}$ to the robot next goal $\{x_{goal}, y_{goal}\}$, where $\theta = \arctan2((y_{goal} - y_{current}) \div (x_{goal} - x_{goal}))$. Then Equations (3.6), (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9) convert the heading to quaternion values.

\begin{align*}
  x &= 0 \tag{3.6} \\
  y &= 0 \tag{3.7} \\
  z &= \sin(\theta/2) \tag{3.8} \\
  w &= \cos(\theta/2) \tag{3.9}
\end{align*}

Two physical simulation environments were built in the Gazebo simulator for testing the mission planner and mission control layer in robotic operation. Both environments were created based on projects that are current being developed at WVU Robotics and that require a long term route planning and scheduling for autonomous operation. These are large environments where there are more locations to visit than a real robot would be capable on a single deployment.

### 3.4.1 Stone Mine Environment

This simulation, shown in Figure 1.1, was built for the Gazebo simulator using open-source models from the DARPA SubT simulation challenge [56] and is based on a real stone mine located on Lake Lynn, PA. This simulation is a flat environment with a single entrance and 400 pillars configured in a city block style. More pillars can be easily added if required. The standard simulation has no obstacles and has a size of 820 x 800 meters, where each pillar is a square with approximately 18 x 34
18 meters in size. Small randomness is added to the pillar size, therefore they are not all entirely equal.

This simulation was built based on a stone mine inspection project where a robot team must autonomously inspect every pillar inside an underground mine for assessing its structural integrity. In this project, inspection should be performed by an UAV that is connected by a tether to the ground vehicle, and therefore the robot must be able to park close to each of the pillars on the mine. The proposed Mission Planner and Scheduler and Mission Control methods will contribute to this project by optimizing the sequence of parking goals that the robot should follow on a multiple day mission, monitoring robot operation and improving routes and plans autonomously in case of unexpected events. Other contribution is the possibility of a mine engineer to assign inspection priority to some of the pillars using the Time Window method presented in Section 3.2.2.

### 3.4.2 Farm Pollination Environment

This simulation was based on the project [5], where the goal is to pollinate bramble flowers using a ground vehicle with a robotic arm attached to it. The simulation environment, as shown in Figure 3.5, is an outdoor farm environment and is implemented in Gazebo. Two terrain version were built: one is a 50 x 50 meters terrain with elevations that were extracted from real world DEM; the other is a 100 x 100 meters flat terrain.

The tree and flower models used were open-source 3D CAD models that were transformed to Gazebo format. The tree is \(1m^3\) in dimension and the flowers are attached to it. The trees are displaced in rows 4 meters apart. An invisible wall that is detectable by the LiDAR is added in each row for obstacle avoidance. Since the robot should not be allowed to cross those lines with exception of the area at the end of the rows.
Chapter 4

Results

Experiments were designed to test particularities of applying VRP solutions to the long term robotics planning problem with the following goals:

- Analyse how good a solution is by comparing the local search metaheuristic optimization methods presented in 3.1.2, as well as the improvement compared to the initial solution methods.

- Find how the metaheuristics perform on different scenarios. This include node configurations that are designed based on possible robotics applications, different mission lengths and added priorities that can mimic a human input that partially constrains the plan to have some nodes on specific days.

- Learn how precise these methods are by obtaining statistical data such as repeatability and standard deviation from the various scenarios that were considered.

- Analyse the possibility of the existence of multiple optimal solutions, explore situations where this might happen, such as on symmetric and evenly spaced node locations where there are more than one vertex at the same distance from each node.

- Explore how optimization methods perform as a function of time. This is an important knowledge for applications that have a resource or time limitation for planning; in cases where there are a very large number of vertices; and also in situations where there is a high uncertainty such as the prior map not being entirely accurate with a blocked section or a sub-set of the vertices not being reachable and re-planning is needed during runtime.

- Explore a scenario with an outside depot location that simulates a robot going in an area for exploration and coming back at every deployment. This is different than what is presented on
most of delivery scenarios data where a VRP problem is designed with a central depot and tasked to find routes for multiple vehicles. In the proposed testing configuration the plan is to analyse how the algorithm behaves when there is a part of the path that will be traversed on every robot deployment although not explicitly defined in the route plan that allows for each goal to be visited only a single time.

- Visually analyse the routes that were generated. There is a possibility that for some scenarios a human might get insights to how an optimal or best know solution is generated by an algorithm.

4.1 Routing Experiments

These experiments aim to test the VRP metaheuristic optimization algorithms on scenarios that are likely to be encountered in robotics applications. The initial solution uses the custom path-cheapest-arc method showed in 3.1.1 that enables to systematically obtain the same solution for a specific vertices configuration. The Operations Research Tools library [51] is used as the implementation for the metaheuristics algorithms in Section 3.1.2. All the vertices and arc costs are defined as integers to improve algorithms performance by only using integer operation. The number of vertices is limited by how indexing is done inside the algorithm, which is defined as a type short integer, and, therefore, 32,767 is the maximum number of vertices that it can be solved for. All the experiments were performed in the same computer, with an Intel Core i7-7700K CPU @ 4.20GHz and 32GB of RAM memory.

In these experiments vertices are defined as position on the 2D plane and they are unitless. In real world applications these values can be seen as length, energy or time vertices. The Manhattan Distance is used as arc costs among the vertices. The maximum operation time constraint for the problems were chosen in such a way that the initial solution using path-cheapest-arc would generate routes that cover all the defined days of operation. When the local search is performed the number of routes that leave the starting position might decrease. Routes from starting position to starting position are allowed by the problem definition for obtaining a solution but are disregarded because they have zero cost. Figure 4.1 show some of the test configurations, where the blue dot represent the starting position and the red diamonds represent the vertices to be visited.
4.1.1 Route Analysis on Evenly Distributed Vertices and Center Starting Position

Figure 4.1 (a) presents vertices configurations for an environment where there is a single depot localized in the center. There are 48 vertices in this configuration and the distance between adjacent vertices are 20 on both the x and y directions, resulting on 20 being the shortest distance from the depot and 120 being the longest. The problem in this scenario was modeled for planning a maximum of 5 days and a maximum distance of 350. The initial total route distance calculated with path-cheapest-arc is 1,520 which is close to the maximum total distance allowed of 1,750 (5 × 350). All the four algorithms were able to repeatedly converge to the same solution of 1,160 in less than five seconds, an improvement of 23.6% in the solution. The routes found using each of the local search methods were also identical, although because the map is symmetric they can be flipped on the origin, demonstrating that there are multiple best solution routes in this scenario.
Figure 4.2 presents the routes found by the optimizations where each of the routes covers a different direction. Only four routes are seen and the last route does not leave the starting position because after optimization it was possible to visit all the vertices in only four days. The number of days of a mission is a flexible constraint where the constraint sets the maximum allowed number of days for the route planner. But the local search will minimize the number of routes to the minimum number of routes that respects the other problem constraints. The optimal solution for a problem without constraints on driving time would be the TSP solution where all the vertices are visited in the same day.

4.1.2 Route Analysis on Evenly Distributed Vertices and Outside Starting Position

The vertices configuration is presented in Figure 4.1 (b), where there are 49 vertices disposed similar as in the first problem, but the single starting location is outside of the vertices, forcing all the routes to leave the depot in the same direction, causing overlap. On this problem, the maximum number
of days was set to five and distance to 500. The total initial route distance using the path-cheapest-
arc is 2,320 and again all the optimization methods were able to repeatedly converge to the same
solution of 1,600 total route distance in less than five seconds that is a 31.8% improvement. Figure
4.3 shows the routes found, where all the vertices were able to be visited in four days, one of the
planned routes only visited three vertices that were located far from starting position and another
route visited 20 vertices that is 40.8% of the locations.

Figure 4.3: Planned routes for 5 days with evenly distributed vertices and outside starting position

4.1.3 Route Analysis on 48 Random Vertices and Center Starting Position

In this problem, the vertices configuration is the Figure 4.1 (c), where the 48 vertices were first
disposed on a grid as in first problem and then a random noise of ±5 was added to each vertex
location. The problem constraints were defined as 375 the maximum route distance and the max-
imum number of days is five. The initial route distance of 1549 was obtained using path-cheapest
arc and the local search was performed 100 times for each of the methods. Results are shown in
Table 4.1: Total route distance result for 48 random vertices and center starting position - average, max, min and standard deviation for each of the methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimization Method</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Avg Improvement(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GLS</td>
<td>1231.71</td>
<td>1247</td>
<td>1225</td>
<td>5.58</td>
<td>20.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulated Annealing</td>
<td>1236.00</td>
<td>1298</td>
<td>1225</td>
<td>8.48</td>
<td>20.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy Descent</td>
<td>1231.60</td>
<td>1236</td>
<td>1225</td>
<td>5.38</td>
<td>20.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tabu Search</td>
<td>1231.60</td>
<td>1236</td>
<td>1225</td>
<td>5.38</td>
<td>20.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1 where all the algorithms were able to reach the best solution of 1,225, an improvement of 20.92% from the initial solution. However the simple randomness added to the vertices location made optimization methods reach local minimum sometimes, stopping criterion time was set to a large number, but optimization exited due to the other stopping criterion of being unable to find a better solution for so many times. Small difference in performance were found in this scenario. The SA performed worst with the largest standard deviation value and average solution. The greedy descent and TS had the best performance.

Figure 4.4 shows the routes for the different methods, where the route shown for GLS and SA was one with the total route distance of 1,236 and for the Greedy Descent and TS it was the one with total route distance of 1,225. They differ in one vertex close to the starting position that is assigned to a different day route and this results in the different total distances.

4.1.4 Route Analysis on 225 Random Vertices with Outside Starting Position

This problem, as shown in Figure 4.1 (d), is a combination of the first three problems, where the vertices are distributed on a grid like configuration, starting position located outside and small randomness added to each vertex position. Other change is that the number of vertices to visit increase to 225. Constraints are that there is five days to visit all the vertices and a maximum daily distance of 1,750. The total initial solution distance cost using path-cheap-arc is 7,355. The local search was performed 100 times for each of the methods and results for the optimization are presented on Table 4.2, where all the methods were able to reach the best solution of 5,409, that is an improvement of 26.25% in the total route solution. There is a small difference in performance of the algorithms where TS has a smaller deviation and better average improvement with respect to the initial solution compared to the other methods.

Some planned routes are shown in Figures 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, 4.8 for TS, GLS, SA and Greedy Descent respectively. These routes are significantly different from the others, but the total distance traversed
Figure 4.4: Planned routes for 5 days with random vertices and center starting position - (a) Tabu Search, (b) Guided Local Search, (c) Greedy Descent, (d) Simulated Annealing
is similar for each of them.

Figure 4.5: Tabu search planned routes for 5 days with 225 random vertices with outside starting position

4.1.5 How Optimization Improves Over Time

In this problem the goal is to learn how optimization improves the solution over time. The scenario where this was tested includes a starting position located outside the locations to visit, and 900 vertices are placed on a grid with a small randomness added to each vertex position in a similar configuration as to Figure 4.1 (d).

Given an initial solution obtained from the path-cheapest-arc and using time constraint of 6, 300 and the maximum number of deployments days of five, the SA, GLS, TS and Greedy Descent were evaluated ten times each and optimization time as stopping criterion. Figure 4.9 presents the average and standard deviation total routes distance over time, where there is a sharp decrease in the total route cost on the first few seconds and all the methods converging to the same solution after some

Table 4.2: Total route distance result for 225 random vertices with outside starting position - average, max, min and standard deviation for each of the methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimization Method</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Avg Improvement(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GLS</td>
<td>5,499.10</td>
<td>5,708</td>
<td>5,409</td>
<td>67.43</td>
<td>25.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulated Annealing</td>
<td>5,499.84</td>
<td>5,708</td>
<td>5,409</td>
<td>67.30</td>
<td>25.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy Descent</td>
<td>5,499.10</td>
<td>5,708</td>
<td>5,409</td>
<td>67.49</td>
<td>25.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tabu Search</td>
<td>5,498.72</td>
<td>5,708</td>
<td>5,409</td>
<td>63.79</td>
<td>25.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.6: Guided Local Search planned routes for 5 days with 225 random vertices with outside starting position.

Figure 4.7: Simulated Annealing planned routes for 5 days with 225 random vertices with outside starting position.

time. Deviation grows for each method before it starts converging. Total distance for the initial solution is 29,974 and the solution after optimization is 23,116 which is an improvement of 22.87% in less than 100 seconds.
However robots might have many goals in a mission and there are situations that is infeasible to converge to a solution using the presented methods. When increasing the number of nodes to 2,500 and keeping a similar configuration of the vertices distribution, five days maximum operation and a 17,000 maximum distance per route, the optimization will not converge in a small amount of time.
Table 4.3: Total route distance results for 2500 nodes and 5 vehicles at time 600 seconds - average, max, min and standard deviation for each of the methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimization Method</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Avg Improvement(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GLS</td>
<td>58,123.2</td>
<td>59,770</td>
<td>58,212</td>
<td>245.85</td>
<td>20.54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulated Annealing</td>
<td>58,034.2</td>
<td>59,878</td>
<td>58,566</td>
<td>240.00</td>
<td>20.66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy Descent</td>
<td>58,268.4</td>
<td>59,226</td>
<td>57,990</td>
<td>504.07</td>
<td>20.34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tabu Search</td>
<td>58,475.0</td>
<td>59,572</td>
<td>58,022</td>
<td>333.73</td>
<td>20.05%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this experiment the local search starts from an initial solution using path-cheapest-arc with the total route distance of 73,148 and each optimization method is evaluated ten times for the period of 600 seconds.

Figure 4.10 shows how results improve over time with local search and Table 4.3 presents the optimization results at the time 600 seconds. The greedy descent resulted in the best total distance solution of 57,990 and was able to reach these better solutions faster than others at time 360. However no improvement was made from time 360 to 600, where it is fair to infer that a local optimum was reached. This algorithm also has the worst standard deviation values at 504. The SA algorithm kept improving and was able to reach the best average solution at time 600 with a 20.66% improvement compared to the initial solution.

Figure 4.10: Optimization performance over time for 2500 vertices and 5 days route planning

The previous example demonstrated how local search performs when the robot has to traverse long routes, where at each route the robot would visit 500 locations on average. Other scenario is spreading the mission constraint to have more days and a smaller distance constraint. This example
uses the same 2,500 vertices location, but with the new constraints that the robot has thirty days to complete the mission and a more strict distance constraint of 4,750 per route. Initial solution total route distances using path-cheapest-arc was 136,476. Figure 4.11 present how optimization improves the total route distances over time and Table 4.4 present the average, maximum, minimum, standard deviation and average improvement with respect to the initial solution. Both GLS and SA improved around 37% which is a much larger improvement in the solution for the scenario where routes were planned for thirty days compared to the same vertices location and five days route.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimization Method</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Avg Improvement(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GLS</td>
<td>85787.4</td>
<td>83832</td>
<td>89378</td>
<td>2023.59</td>
<td>37.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulated Annealing</td>
<td>85743.3</td>
<td>83686</td>
<td>87384</td>
<td>1179.79</td>
<td>37.17%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.11: Optimization performance over time for 2500 vertices and 30 days route planning

### 4.1.6 VRP with Time Windows for Robotics Planning

The purpose of this experiment is to analyse how manually assigning some kind of priority or constraint to some of the goal locations can affect the planned routes. Figure 4.12 shows the added priorities to some of the nodes, where the vertices within the red rectangle have a time window priority of $[0,1500]$ and therefore must be visited on the first day and the vertices within the green rectangle have a time window of $[2500,4500]$ and therefore must be visited at the end of day two or at the beginning of day three.
VRP with Time Windows and delayed robot deployment implementation is used to assign the priorities to some of the vertices. All costs are modeled as time, and vertices within the selected rectangles regions have a time window constraint added to it, 0 to 1,250 seconds to the vertices in the orange rectangle and 2,500 to 4,250 seconds in the green rectangle. The robot is modeled to leave the starting position at times multiple of the maximum route time constraint, in this problem at time 0, 1750, 3500, 5250 and 7000 seconds. The time constraint is defined as the time difference between leaving and returning to the depot. The problem uses the same constraints as in Problem 4 with five days and maximum total distance of 1,750 for each route. The initial solution was calculated using the modified path-cheapest-arc for time windows that checks for remaining nodes within required time windows. The total initial routes time was 7,588 seconds and the routes are shown on Figure 4.13 where the vertices within the orange rectangle were visited at the beginning of day one and the ones within the cyan rectangle were visited in the second part of the day two following the defined time window constraints.

The local search was evaluated 100 times for each method and the results are presented in Table 4.5, where almost all the tests converged to a solution with total route time of 5,614 seconds and very small standard deviation. This is a 26% with respect to the initial solution. A reason for that is by having more constraints to a problem there are fewer valid solutions and it was easier for the optimization methods to converge to that solution. The routes obtained by the different methods best solution are the same and are shown in Figures 4.14 where the rectangles represent regions with
added priorities. A downside of this method is that the assigned time windows must be sufficient soft to be able to generate a valid initial solution and problems that are very strict are not solvable.

Table 4.5: Total route distance results for 225 vertices with time windows - average, max, min and standard deviation for each of the methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimization Method</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Avg Improvement(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GLS</td>
<td>5614.50</td>
<td>5664</td>
<td>5614</td>
<td>4.97</td>
<td>26.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulated Annealing</td>
<td>5614.14</td>
<td>5628</td>
<td>5614</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>26.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy Descent</td>
<td>5614.49</td>
<td>5663</td>
<td>5614</td>
<td>4.88</td>
<td>26.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tabu Search</td>
<td>5614.16</td>
<td>5630</td>
<td>5614</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>26.01%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.13: Initial solution routes for 5 days with time windows

Figure 4.14: Local search planned routes - 5 days with time windows
4.2 Mine environment

The goal of this experiment is to demonstrate how VRP long term route planning integrates with a robot by using the underground mine environment simulation presented in Section 3.4 to inspect a region with 40 columns (5x8) as shown on Figure 4.15. The starting position is represented in blue and the regions that the robot should visit in green. The Husky robot base was used in the simulation, where the navigation and driving parameters were tuned due the perfect IMU and wheel interaction with the environment. Arc cost estimation was done using the robot average driving time method presented in Section 3.1.1 with the tuned robot, where the time used was the average time for driving a straight line across one section of the mine which is equal to \( \approx 20 \) seconds (19.63).

![Figure 4.15: Underground mine goals](image)

4.2.1 VRP

A difference when using vehicle routing as a robotic planner is the integration with the robot problem. The matrix of time costs is used to obtain the initial solution and local search. Then the generated route order is transformed to vertices coordinates. Which are converted to position and orientation goals as explained in Section 3.4.

The VRP was solved for a four days mission, the maximum time allowed for each route was 380 seconds. This maximum allowed time constraint was set so the initial solution yield complete routes for the four days. The initial solution generated using path-cheapest-arc has a total route time of 1,440 seconds with all the routes having 360 seconds. After optimization is performed all methods converge to a total route of 960 seconds, with two routes with 360 seconds, one route with 240
Figure 4.16: Comparison VRP routes generated for underground mine Experiment

4.2.2 Robot Simulation

In this experiment the Husky robot was required to follow the optimization generated routes. The robot drives inside the gazebo simulation underground mine environment through all the way-points in the routes. The A* is used as the global planner to get the path between goals and the DWA is used as the local planner that controls robot driving to that goal. As a goal is reached the next one is fed into the global path planner.

While driving, the robot is also exploring and mapping the mine environment with the LiDAR data as shown in Figure 4.17. No prior cost map is provided and re-planning is done at a constant rate of 0.1 Hz for the A* global planner and at 10 Hz for the DWA local planner to deal with the new map information and driving uncertainty.

The robot took 257.01 seconds to complete the first route, 512.19 seconds to complete the second route and 513.48 to complete the third day route. This was more than the maximum time allowed in the problem definition. This happened because the arc costs chosen were very optimistic, they did not consider the turning maneuvers and situations where robot heading and goal direction were 180° apart requiring additional time to complete those sections of the route.
4.2.3 Robot Simulation with Mission Control

In this experiment, the Mission Control layer addresses the issue of violating the maximum daily operation time presented in the last subsection. This layer monitors the operation of the robot in runtime, by constantly re-planning the current route and dropping some vertices if necessary to respect the daily route time constraint. When a vertex is dropped from a route a constant homogeneous penalty is added to the loss function. In this problem the VRP routes for the entire mission are also re-planned at the end of each day. The generated routes are then sorted by time with the longest being the next route that the robot must follow.

With the mission control added to the simulation, the following times were obtained: 350.95 seconds for first route, 378.50 seconds for the second route 259.60 seconds for the third route and 52.74 for the new fourth route. The vertex $v_1$ was dropped from the first route, then routes were re-planned for the remaining three days. In the next route three vertices ($v_4, v_{14}, v_{22}$) were dropped. The remaining vertices were re-planned for the last two days where all the vertices were within a single day route, but again the vertex $v_1$ was dropped for the last day of robot operation. All the routes were visited throughout the four days mission respecting the limited time of robot operation and the real routes taken by the robot are shown in Figure 4.18.

4.3 Farm Environment

As presented in Section 3.4, the farm environment is composed of tree rows that must be pollinated by a robotic ground vehicle with a robotic arm mounted to it. In this experiment the Husky robot receives both position and orientation goals to visit. Figure 4.19 shows the poses that the robot must
reach to start the flower pollination process in each tree. Beginning every route from the starting position, the robot task is to visit five rows of plants with six trees in each row. Because a tree must be visited by both sides, there are 60 locations to visit.

A difference from the previous experiment in the mine environment (Section 4.2) is how the cost matrix is calculated for this scenario. Equation (4.1) and (4.2) were formulated to address the constraint that the robot must drive through rows, where there are trees to pollinate in both sides of each row, and that the robot can only move to another row by first going to one of the edges of the current row. Equation (4.1) shows the arc cost $a_{ij}$ for visiting a goal location in a different row. The arc cost is the sum of the $y$ coordinate from current and goal position multiplied by a constant $c_1$, the absolute distance between rows in the $x$ direction multiplied by a constant $c_2$, and a turning cost $c_3$. Equation (4.2) is used when the location goals are in the same row. The arc cost $a_{ij}$ is the absolute distance between vertices in the $y$ direction plus a turning constant $c_4$. Constant values were set according to driving data from the robot in the simulation.

$$a_{ij} = (y_i + y_j) \cdot c_1 + |x_i - x_j| \cdot c_2 + c_3 \quad (4.1)$$
\[ a_{ij} = |y_i - y_j| * c_1 + c_4 \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.2)

Figure 4.19: Farm goals

4.3.1 VRP

The constraints for this problem is that the robot must visit the 60 locations within five days with a maximum daily route time of 720 seconds. The routes obtained in the initial solution using path-cheapest-arc are shown in Figure 4.20 (a), where the total route time is 2,019 seconds. The local search solution is shown in Figure 4.20 (b), where all the methods converged to this solution and the total route time was 1,999 seconds, which is an improvement of 1.0\% of the initial solution.

4.3.2 Robot Simulation with Mission Control

The routes were executed in the Gazebo simulation using the proposed mission control layer with the Guided Local Search metaheuristic and dropping visits. Due to the a high number of turning maneuvers required during execution of the routes which are not very consistent in the skid steered robot, there is a difference between planned and the executed routes. The routes traversed by the robot are shown in Figure 4.21. The robot took five days to reach all the goals, and the routes time were 703.16, 689.75, 694.33, 568.81 and 13.73 seconds respectively, those are within the maximum route time limit of 720 seconds. The total time was 2,669.78 seconds which is worse than the estimated time by the VRP local search.

The developed system with robot experiments in the presented simulation environment is demonstrated in this video: https://youtu.be/iQwJFOGEhjY
(a) Routes initial solution  

(b) Routes after local search is performed

Figure 4.20: Comparison VRP routes generated for farm experiment

Figure 4.21: Real routes traversed by the robot in the farm with mission control layer
Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future Work

This thesis presented a method for planning and scheduling multiple days routes for robotic missions and adjusting and improving these routes during robot operations. This was accomplished by adapting solutions from the delivery industry to that problem. Constraints to this problem are related to robot hardware limitation and modeled as time. The goal is to minimize the total route time. The cost estimation is modular and independent from the optimization part and a solution using robot physical simulation was presented that is easily applied to other robots or environments.

The proposed solution to obtain the multiple routes plan was a 2 step process where an initial greedy solution is generated following the problem constraints and then improved using metaheuristic optimization. Guided Local Search (GLS), Greedy Descent, Simulated Annealing (SA) and Tabu Search (TS) were tested in scenarios that are envisioned in robotics application. These methods presented similar average improvement with respect to the initial solution. Greedy Descent presented a larger standard deviation value that is explained due to the lack of means to avoid local optimum. GLS, TS and SA presented comparable results in the many different scenarios with a slightly better performance for the GLS.

The proposed use of time windows constraints with respect to theoretical maximum daily route of the robot proved to be an innovative and simple way to add human expert input, priorities and expiration time to the multiple route planner and scheduler without disrupting its operation. This also added flexibility to the planner to be applied to more robotics application situations.

The mission control layer was a reliable way to ensure that the robot respects its constraints while following the generated routes. Optimization is performed iteratively in the current robot route, and the algorithm is able to monitor robot operation, continuously improve the route and
adapt it by dropping visits when unexpected events happened, ensuring that the robot will respect its time constraints and return to the starting position. Homogeneous penalties were added for dropping the visits. Other distribution of penalties can be used to prioritize dropping some routes over others, and might be useful depending on how critical is the safe return of the robot in an application. The routes obtained with the local search methods for the mine environment where the vertices displacement is in a city block like configuration presented a significant improvement compared to the greedy initial solution. However for the farm environment, where the robot must drive through rows, the improvement was very small.

The generated routes can also be used as a multi robot planner for independent tasks where you can simply assign the multiple day planned routes to multiple robots. An heterogeneous fleet of robot can also be used by assigning different daily constraints to the list of constraints. However this method currently does not allow for cooperation among robots. Future work includes developing a structure incorporating elements from VRP with Backhauls and VRP with Pickup and Delivery, where a vertex will require to be visited by more than one robot at the same time and to allow the robots to work together to complete their task.

Future work includes the deployment of the presented method in real robotic missions. This will include applying the mission planner and control layers in the robot for underground stone mine pillar inspection project and in the farm environment for pollination.

Other subsequent work is learning goals during operation time and integrating them to the mission planner and mission control layer. Additional application is the development of a modified Time Window VRP formulation together with the dropping visit capabilities and use it to solve a coverage problem, where time windows would be defined as a gradient through the entire map and penalties to drop visit would dynamically change inside a small region as the robot explores that area, prioritizing the robot to move to unexplored regions.
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